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"We do not inherit the earth from our
ancestors, we borrow it from our
children."
— Native American Proverb
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Care of Creation
Researchers can now explain how
climate change is affecting your
weather

Meet the young activists pushing for
KCMO climate accountability
(The KC Beacon, 7/5/2022)

(NPR, 7/7/2022)

"Sarah Gray helps lead the group’s mutual
aid program, and said they want Sunrise
KC to be an organization that lifts up
community voices, creating a pathway for
residents to provide input on important
issues."

"Climate change is part of that story.
Extreme weather is more likely as the
Earth gets hotter. But such sweeping
statements can feel impersonal, when
really what you want to know is: has
climate change affected me?"

Faith groups announce $1.25 billion to be divested from fossil fuels
(EarthBeat, 7/6/2022)

"The divesting institutions include five Catholic dioceses in Ireland and two in Canada, the
movement said. "Catholic institutions' divestment amounts to over $500 million."
The July announcement was a joint project of the Laudato Si' Movement, the World Council
of Churches, the ecumenical Operation Noah, Green Anglicans and GreenFaith, a U.S.-based
organization."
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Human Trafficking
Human Trafficking at Home

Events
July 14, 11:30 am-12:30 pm
(CST)- Initiative on Catholic
Social Thought & Public
Life: The Consistent Ethic
of Life after DobbsDirections and Challenges

(Polaris Project)

"In most cases, these arrangements benefit both the workers and their
employers. But isolated working conditions, limited legal protections and
vulnerabilities including poverty and immigration status mean that some
domestic workers become victims of labor exploitation and labor trafficking."
Human traffickers ‘using UK universities as cover’
(The Guardian, 7/3/2022)

"It comes after an Observer investigation uncovered widespread labour
exploitation in care homes across Britain, with workers from India, the
Philippines and countries in Africa found to have been charged up to £18,000
in illegal recruitment fees, and in some cases forced to work in conditions
akin to debt bondage to repay money owed, with their wages intercepted
and passports withheld."
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Texas governor authorizes state
officials to arrest migrants and
transport them to border
crossings

Archbishop asks church to be in solidarity with migrants who died in truck

(CBS News, 7/8/2022)

(NCR, 6/28/2022)

"Abbott signed a directive
purporting to give the Texas
National Guard and Department of
Public Safety the authority to
apprehend migrants who enter the
U.S. in between ports of entry or
"commit other violations of federal
law." The order also empowered
state officials to "return" these
migrants to ports of entry, which'
are administered by U.S. Customs
and Border Protection (CBP), a
federal agency."

"News of the deaths reached Pope Francis, who tweeted June 28 that he was
offering prayers for those who died in Texas as well as at least 23 sub-Saharan
migrants who died June 24 while attempting to flee Morocco by scaling a border
fence to cross into the Spanish enclave of Melilla in north Africa on the
Mediterranean coast."
Court upholds block on U.S. immigration enforcement priorities
(Reuters, 7/7/2022)

"A 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals panel on Wednesday said Texas and Louisiana
are likely to prevail on claims that a September memo from the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security is unlawful because it shirks the agency's legal obligation to
arrest and detain immigrants convicted of a broader range of offenses."
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Seeking Racial Justice
Why many of America’s biggest companies
still won’t reveal pay data by race

Sustainable development programmes
characterised by shallow commitment
to racial justice and equality, warns UN
expert

(CNBC News, 7/7/2022)

"In all, less that half (43%) of America’s
largest 100 employers disclose conducting
pay equity analyses with a specific focus on
race and ethnicity, according to Just Capital.
And even fewer companies share the results
— just 22% of the 100 largest U.S. companies
disclose non-white-to-white adjusted pay
ratios."

(United Nations, 7/5/2022)

"The Special Rapporteur attributed the
entrenched challenges of promoting
racial justice and racial equality through
development initiatives to the racialised
origins of the modern international
development framework."

The Racism that Upends the Cradle: How Black Children Are Differentially Vulnerable to Impacts of
the Syndemic — The Economic Crisis, Covid 19 Pandemic, and Climate Change
(The Chisholm Legacy Project)

"The paper explores the ways that historic and persistent inequities compound jeopardy for Black
children and proposes a framework for a Just Transition, embracing systems that enable us to all share
in abundance and thrive together, supporting all children’s futures."
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Advocacy &
Action
UPCOMING ELECTIONS:
Tuesday, August 2, 2022 - Kansas Primary Elections
(July 12, 2022- last day to register to vote in the Primary Elections)
Tuesday, November 8, 2022 - Midterm Elections
(October 18, 2022- last day to register to vote in the Midterm elections)
Check your registration status here
Online voter registration here
Request a mail-in ballot here
Your vote is your voice!
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